
Opening G6
Welcome to Kårhuset G6. 

Thank you for volunteering to keep Västerås student life alive!

You can always ask the pub manager for help during your shift.

Sign-in in the book
Change clothes
Go through fire routines
Put in trashbags, both plastic and paper
Set up the station outside the wash room with crates 
for glass, trash bags and such
Fill the bars, bring out alcohol, bar equipment and 
bring out glassware
Short meeting regarding these routines
Serve staff dinner
Go through the menu, both for food and drinks
Go through the dishwasher routines
Go through alcohol rules
Fill the water canisters and place glasses
Set up the kitchen
Start the fryer
Start the frying table
Start the fridge by the fryers
Bring out foods and put in the fridge
Set up a plating station
Make sure the gates are locked



During the party at G6
Welcome to Kårhuset G6. 

Thank you for volunteering to keep Västerås student life alive!

You can always ask the pub manager for help during your shift.

Pick up dishes
Refill the bar 
Cook food
Serve food
Serve the bar
Check through the toilets (same gender preferably)
Sort glasses into the correct crates
Put full crates of glass in the hallway to the loading 
dock
Put full trash bags in the hallway to the loading dock
Start cleaning the kitchen slightly before last call
Work the cloak room, for bigger parties
Clean outside



Closing G6
Welcome to Kårhuset G6. 

Thank you for volunteering to keep Västerås student life alive!

You can always ask the pub manager for help during your shift.

Take away all the booze
If the cleaning of dishware has been done, then there 
shouldn’t be much to take away during closing
Clean tables, take dishes away and then wipe the 
tables down
Clean the floors, make sure to change the mop water 
a couple of times
Clean the bars
 Bring everything to the dishwasher
 Wipe down the bar, make it shine
 Throw out the trash
 Clean the floor
 Put out the bar mats for drying
 Put back the drink mixing stuff
 Put out glasses for drying 
Move all the tables and chairs back – Specifically 
shown in the picture.
Clean the kitchen
Clean the dishwashing room
Clean outside
Have a closing meeting
Check the toilets
Double check one last time
Change clothes and throw it in the dirty bin


